Fall 2019

The Arizona Mountaineering Club
Our Quarterly Newsletter
As this cooler weather begins to take over the
Valley, us hiking and climbing folk get to be outdoors and for longer periods of time without
the threat of the heat of the sun. In this edition
some tips about climbing in Monsoon weather,
a write up about an Alpine course taken by
some of our members, and our new Code of
Conduct will be included.

“Our Mission is to provide educational opportunities, climbing experiences, advocacy to
protect our climbing
resources, and stewardship of the Arizona Out-

doors by promoting volunteerism and community engagement.”

In This Issue:
Monsoon Season

Please feel free to submit any articles for publication to: newsletter@arizonamountaineeringclub.net .





Alpinism Course

Anna Dircks, Newsletter Editor



Bolt Replacement



Code of Conduct

Also, on a different note, I am passing the newletter responsibility on to the next member. It has
been an honor to publish and put together the
wonderful stories, photos, and information for
each edition. Thank you.
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Monsoon Season for Climbers
By Andrea Galyean
I was climbing at Jack's Canyon on a recent morning, enjoying temps 20 degrees lower than in Phoenix. My partner and I had a long list of routes we
wanted to do, and we were grateful for the scattered clouds providing occasional shade. I led up one route, then another. But as I lowered back to the
ground, we heard a distant rumble.
It's a little tricky, when you're at the bottom of a canyon, to see what's going
on up in the sky. The space above us was still mostly blue, and none of the
clouds that we could see looked all that dark or scary, so we decided to wait
a few minutes until it passed. Just to be on the safe side, we moved to an
overhung part of the Main Wall, but the forecast had predicted only a 10percent chance of rain for the Winslow area.
Okay, a few raindrops dotted my pack as I snacked on strawberries, but the
sky to the west was clear, so surely it was just a quick shower. Except that a
massive curtain of rain suddenly dropped across the far side of the canyon.
The wind whipped the trees above us and shoved the deluge in our direction
and I pulled on a jacket.
Then the thunder crashed and there was a flash from somewhere and then
my pack was on my back and I was splashing along the bed of the no-longerdry creek as fast as I could. The rain was coming down so hard that I was
soaked to the skin within 30 seconds—jacket notwithstanding—and, when
we reached the ascent trail, it was a three-foot-wide waterfall, gushing
straight down into our boots.
Lightening snapped across the canyon and I slip-scrambled up and up and up,
with my partner close behind. If you climb at Jack's, you know the approach
is pretty easy. You park on top and hike about ten minutes downhill. It's a
steep trail, but short. Well, it seems a lot longer when the sky is trying to
drown, electrocute, deafen, and otherwise erase you, and the hillside is
washing into your shoes. It was like running up the down escalator, except
with rain and mud and existential terror.
For a moment, I wondered if it was safer to stay low in the canyon, but I
thought about flash flooding and hypothermia and trees landing on my head,
and also I desperately wanted a Faraday cage, so I kept panting upward until
a ray of sunlight broke through and lit up the canyon below. It seemed like
maybe I was overreacting, so I slowed down to enjoy the beauty of the sun
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slicing through the rain.
And then more thunder boomed and more lightening flashed and I ran the
rest of the way to the Faraday cage (a.k.a. Jeep Cherokee). And even though
it was almost 90 degrees out, we both had to put on dry clothes and turn on
the heat because we were shivering so badly. I was even forced to eat some
chocolate, which was very tragic, as you can imagine.
But! We lived. And because we did, I can let you all learn from my mistakes.
So, I present you with a few tips from the National Weather Service (NWS) so
that you can make better decisions than me.
How to survive climbing during monsoon season:
• Check the weather when deciding where to climb. But don't get smug
about it! As I said, the forecast that day called for a 10-percent chance of
storms. But I decided to interpret that as: "not gonna rain;" instead of: "Be
prepared for rain." This was not my worst mistake, but it should have led me
to make some other choices. Such as...
• Start early. I'm usually pretty good at this, but we had a series of delays
that day, so it was nearly 10 a.m. before we got on the first route. Summer
storms become more likely as the day wears on, so the earlier you can get in
and out, the better your odds of avoiding it altogether.
• Pack proper rain gear. I have a perfectly good water-proof shell. And yet
I brought a windbreaker that did nothing to keep me dry, which means it did
nothing to keep me warm.
• Leave as soon as you hear thunder. This is so lame, I know. But the science is clear: if you can hear thunder, you can be struck by lightening, no
matter how many Mississippis you count. And 12 people in the U.S. have
already been killed by lightening strikes so far this year, so it's not a joke.
First rumble: go inside. And stay there until 30 minutes after the last one.
Another reason to bail early: once the rain hits, it can turn a dirt road into an
impassable mud pit. So scram before you're stuck.
• Get to a sturdy building (not a ramada, outhouse, shed, or tent) as quickly as possible. A car with a solid roof and windows rolled up is much better
than being outside, although not as safe as a building. It is dry, though, and
you can drive it to a building and/or out of the storm.
• Get away from peaks, ridges, trees, overhanging rocks (ahem), and water. A canyon is tricky, because being low is an advantage for lighteningavoidance, but there's a serious risk of a flash flood, as well lots of trees and
rocks that can come crashing down. If you can't get indoors or to a car, NWS
recommends that you avoid isolated tall objects and open areas, and instead
seek dense groves of low trees that are surrounded by taller ones. If you are
in a group, spread yourselves as far apart as you reasonably can. This won't
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avoid lightening, but it will increase the chances that, if one of you is hit, the
others can provide CPR and call for help.
• Bring extra clothes and lots of snacks and stash them in a dry part of your
pack. This is the (only) part I did right! It seems hard to imagine right now
when we are all dreaming of winter, but if you combine a soaking wet person
with the wind and lower temperatures that follow a storm, you can easily get
hypothermia. At a minimum, wear non-cotton clothes that will dry quickly.
Check out weather.gov/safety for lots more good info on storm safety. And
don't forget the chocolate!

Alpinism 1 Course with American Alpine Institute at Mt Baker,
WA
By Barbra Zamudio
Back in 2014, we reached the summit of Mt Pisco in the Cordillera Blanca
range in Peru. It was by far the most difficult and exhilarating outdoor experience either of us had ever had. Both of us loved it, but we both had to face
fears and challenges. For Oscar, the biggest challenge was the altitude. It really got to him. I felt pretty good until the sun came out on summit day, and I
saw these crevasses we were passing. I was very close to tears and turning
back at one point. But we kept on, reached the summit, and returned. While
that was an amazing experience, we didn’t learn a lot from it. We basically
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just blindly followed our guides and kept moving.
In 2018, we hiked in Patagonia, and again our trails took us across some
snow, ice, and steep mountainsides over-looking glaciers. I found that my
fear of and experience with these situations
had not improved much. So when Oscar suggested we attend the Alpinism 1 course, I was
nervous, but excited because I knew I needed
increased exposure, training, and confidence to
learn to love traveling in those conditions.

The course was six days, and included basic
rock climbing (to practice knots and prusik
skills), traveling on ice and snow, working as a
rope team, self-arrest, crevasse rescue, and ice
climbing. In addition to these core skills, the
instructors gave basic instructions on backpacking, back-country camping, navigation, and
many other critical skills. It was excellent because you could attend as a complete beginner with no prerequisite
knowledge, but those with more experience could gain a ton of
knowledge without feeling like anything was too basic.
The self-rescue and crevasse rescue
portions of the course were by far
the most difficult physically (and for
me, mentally!). It’s hard to set an
anchor to hold your buddy in place
when they are dangling off the end of
your rope! Hauling them up is no
joke, either. I didn’t love the “being
rescued” part either - dangling in a
crevasse looking down and imagining
becoming a “cork” down there wasn’t fun for me. But of course Oscar
got me out, much faster than I pulled
him up.
The grand finale of the course was traveling as rope teams up to the summit
of Mount Baker. Mount Baker isn't that high (10,781) but it is one of the
most heavily glaciated peaks here in the lower 48. And it was absolutely
stunning! The trek presented me with plenty of lip-biting, crevasse5
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maneuvering challenges. I
muttered plenty of curses, but I
became more comfortable with
each successful crossing. I was
also happy that some situations
that used to cause me great
distress didn’t really bother me
as much. One of the other
members of our rope team had
a lot of anxiety about those
situations, and not a lot of rope
experience, so it felt good to be able to give him reassurance as well as help
him tie-in to anchors and do other tasks we needed to do. Thanks, of course,
to prior training with AMC.
I found that I left the course with
much more confidence and better
skills for glacial travel, and even
just moving on ice and snow. I
don’t know how far we will take
our mountaineering, or if I will
ever feel capable and confident
enough to do some of those
things without a guide (or at least
someone much more experienced). But now I feel that I can be an informed and effective member of a
rope team. As a bonus I captured great pictures and met awesome new
friends!
Not everyone is naturally comfortable and competent with outdoor skills. It’s
great to know that there
are courses like those
offered by AMC, and
American Alpine Institute, that allow adventure seekers of all backgrounds to learn these
skills in a supportive and
fun environment. Outdoor people really are
the best!
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2019 Grand Canyon Cleanup
Stewardship in Action
By John Furniss
The AMC Mission statement appears often on the cover of the newsletter
and states our purpose of providing “educational opportunities, climbing
experiences, advocacy to protect our climbing resources, and stewardship of
the Arizona Outdoors by promoting volunteerism and community engagement.” Over the weekend of September 28th and 29th, members of the AMC
made the trip to the Grand Canyon National Park to carry out the annual
Over the Rim Cleanup. This year’s effort marks our 27th consecutive year
performing this service making it our longest running stewardship event.
Beginning in 2017, the AMC was asked to capture and report several metrics
seen as indicative of the effort. When had 42 members participate this year
contributing in excess of 400 hours over the two days. An estimated 200
additional hours of planning and skills review were invested on the part of
AMC members in advance of the weekend’s event.
The trash collected along the Rim was bagged and transferred to a dedicated
dumpster in the parking lot adjacent to the Emergency Services building. The
trash collected weighed in at just under 100 pounds with an approximate
volume of 2 cubic yards. Hats are one of the most notable items recovered
each year with roughly two dozen hats collected this year alone.
The AMC has made it a point each year to collect coins as part of the Cleanup
and keep them separate from other trash and other materials recovered.
The team recovered over 32 pounds of coins this year with roughly 97% of
that weight collected from the area below Mather Point. The coins will be
sorted by country of origin and face value and then tabulated for the final
report to the National Park Service.
The National Park Services (NPS) at the Canyon sponsors our work each year
and is grateful for the work we do and the way we go about it. Each year,
our performance determines if we earn the privilege to come back another
year and they are looking forward to our return this year.
There are opportunities for members of all skill levels to participate, either as
a member of a rappel team or a member of the support team helping move
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equipment along the Rim and working with the park visitors from around the
world who stop, watch and ask questions about what we are doing. Mark the
last weekend in September 2020, and look to Meetup for details sometime in
August 2020.
Thanks again to all the AMC who participated and made the 2019 event a
success. I especially want to acknowledge Scott Kuchman and Danny Gonzales
for the help with the skills review sessions and Scott Nagy, Bill Fallon, and
Stephanie Furniss for their leadership roles in the skills reviews and on the
Canyon Rim.
Photo below shows the members that cleaned the area behind and below the
Village Transfer Station on Sunday morning.
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Bolt Replacement in the McDowells - 2019
By Erik Filsinger (copyrighted)
A life passion of mine has been to secure and preserve the climbing legacy in
the McDowell Sonoran Preserve. Since the mid-1990’s I have been involved
with the City of Scottsdale in mapping out and planning the future of McDowell rock climbing. I served on a variety of Boards and Commissions and became the principal point of contact for the City in climbing planning and communication.
Along the way I helped the City identify the climbing crags and proper access
routes and wrote the climbing management plan. Having obtained a fairly
unique knowledge of the totality of rock climbing in the Preserve, I also redeveloped and/or developed a solid number of rock climbing routes. That
first hand experience in planning and route development lead in turn to my
writing McDowell Rock – A Climbers Guide with Cheryl Beaver. It remains the
single best source of climbing routes and history.
Once the rock climbing plan was adopted, the one historical item that City
staff and Conservancy volunteers seemed to complain about was the webbing that was left on routes. While climbers judged them as “rap stations,”
outsiders and influential decision makers felt that the visual impact was detrimental to the Preserve effort. Terms like “climber trash” were used. In general the philosophy in the McDowells is to rap when you can to avoid the
walk off's on the unstable soils so it is environmentally conscious to keep the
rap stations functional and sustainable. To mitigate the criticism I “hardened”
most of the visible rap stations throughout the Preserve by installing chains
and/or quick-link and rap ring hardware to set bolted rap stations, many of
them painted earth tones. This eliminated the majority of the complaints
about “climber trash.”
For over a decade I also offered an “Ethics and How to of Bolting” class. Many
of you have taken it. The intent was to open the “black box” of bolting as a
discussion of when, why and how for the masses so that everyone who
wished to be informed could be. Even climbers that will not or should not
“bolt” have a right to know. If folks have an interest in that feel free to contact me.
Other issues have also evolved. Many of the routes in the McDowells date
back into the last couple of decades of the 1900’s and still have the old hardware. Some of that hardware is marginally safe while others of it is still quite
solid but not up to the latest and greatest standards. As part of a national
push to replace potentially dangerous hardware and/or bring existing hardware up to current standards climbers have begun to replace the “old stuff”
9
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in the McDowells as well. A national organization, American Safe Climbing
Association, offers up materials for bolt replacement. And as of this year a
number of national organizations offer grants to engage in bolt replacement.
Locally a number of climbers lead by Clay Lippincott formed the Central Arizona Bolt Replacement Program to work throughout central AZ and update
climbing hardware. They have already done rebolting projects in the Preserve
as well.
I began to replace climbing hardware in the McDowells with materials from
those aforementioned groups. It’s easy to identify the new hardware from
the old. All of the new hardware has tan anodized bolt hangers marked
“ASCA” and are ½” stainless steel bolts that take 9/16” wrenches for their hex
-shaped heads. The colored hardware conforms with the McDowell norms
I’ve tried to institute as referenced above. My recent efforts are primarily on
the crags that I developed or re-developed. In the first wave of efforts I replaced the rap anchors on Sven Towers I, II and III, three crags that are easily
accessible from the Tom’s Thumb Trailhead and sit on the ridgeline overlook
the Verde Valley.
Each one of the single pitch climbs on Sven Towers I has new bolted rap anchors (see photos). Sven Towers II has one solid multi-pitch climb with a new
rap anchor on top. Sven Towers III has over a dozen routes, many of which
are multi-pitch and with shared rap anchors that I’ve replaced.
Sven Towers III has rap stations down the front of the Head Pitch at the top
as well as off the back. There are also independent rap lines down Right Rib
and Left Rib set at 25 meters.
Folks might note that the easiest final rap on the Right Rib is down the first
pitch of Undercling, a lesser known climb up the left side of that formation. It
makes rope pulling a lot easier and it also allows for the Right Rib route and
Undercling to be climbed at the same time, perhaps as an alternative to
waiting in line. (See pages 50 and 51 of the guidebook)
For interest here are some photos showing the hardware that has been replaced as well as some of the new hardware I’ve been using. The old stuff
included self-drive bolts that seem hardly secured into the rock and old Leeper hangers, long thought unsafe. The new “standard” involved ½-inch stainless steel bolts, rap rings, and quick links. Truly it seems that you could hang a
truck off of them!
If folks want to know more about “bolting” feel free to reach out to me via FB
PM from any number of sites to which I belong. The City pretty much has
looked to me as the Climbing Liaison, so I would be the best source for information about what should or can be done in the Preserve. If you want to be-
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come involved with a solid local group check out Central Arizona Bolt Replacement Program on the web or Facebook.

Photos above Right and Left: Hardware
Removed
Photo Left: Leepers, hangers, and Self drive
bolts

Photo Right: New Rap Station

Photo Left: Old and New Hardware

An Announcement from Rogil:
To the friends and climbing partners of Gary “Gumpy”
Youngblood. I felt that the club should know the bad news that
he passed away in August. He broke his hip and was in a nursing
facility for about a month. The same day he was released to an assisted living facility, he had to be hospitalized for pneumonia and never
quite recovered. Gary used to be an AMC outing leader.
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C A NYON COR NER
By Tom Seeley, Arizona Rock & Canyon Adventures
Location: Arizona, Tonto National Forest
Rating: 3B-III R
Longest Rappel: 140'
Punch Bowl Canyon is located just outside of Arizona's Superstition Mountain Wilderness boundary in the Tonto National Forest. A recent trip was
successfully completed utilizing (1) 190' and (1) 120' ropes. Bringing an additional 100' rope would help speed up the group, but we were in no hurry.
During the trip you will encounter just shy of a dozen rappels, bring rings and
webbing accordingly (there are a few anchors in the canyon that have been
know to utilize 15+ feet of webbing if in need of replacement). Your short
rope will be the primary tool, as many drops are on the small side and easily
handled. While there is a road leading to the hiking point from the parking
area, this is a restricted road with a gate, and is not accessible to the public.
Please refrain from driving your vehicle past the parking area regardless of
how exhausted or lazy you feel. As of today foot traffic is tolerated, however, abuse of this privilege will result in future access issues if not respected.
If you drive past the gate when open, they will lock you in. There are a couple ways canyoneers typically approach this route and each will depend on
your groups experience and comfort with exposure.
One option takes your group up a drainage where elevation is gained slowly
and steadily, and although bushwhacking and cat-claw are involved the exposure is minimal. Another option is an aggressive, direct, and exposed
route up a rock fin referred to by some as the sheep route. This second
route starts in the same drainage, but has the group almost immediately
climbing until you eventually find your self topping out onto a exposed,
somewhat thin rock fin that can be carefully followed to the point where it
intersects with the first route. The first route is recommended for any group
with even the slightest concern, over the years the trail has been developing
and is progressively getting more defined.
Regardless of entry route, you will soon find yourself up top with spectacular
views of canyon lake and the surroundings. Contouring around the cliff band
will lead the group into Punch Bowl Canyon. Once in the canyon there is
plenty of room for wetsuits and technical gear to be pulled on. Once geared
up, just a few steps forward and you are at the first rappel of the day. A few
swimmers, some down climbs, and some great scenery will be encountered
throughout the day with the final drop landing the group at the Punch Bowl.
When clean, the punch bowl makes for a great deep pool to jump into just
prior to starting the two and a half mile hike back to your vehicle.
12
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President’s Corner: AMC Member Code of Conduct
By John Furniss
The AMC celebrates its 55th anniversary this year! That is 55 years of bringing
thousands of members together who share a common passion for the sport
of rock climbing and other related activities. Beyond the shared passion for
the sport lies a membership group rich in its diversity of skill levels, age, gender, cultures, career interests, and more. While that diversity often enriches
our experiences with each other, it can also introduce some behaviors that
are not conducive to a safe and enjoyable social club experience. It is the
role of the AMC Board to lead and manage the AMC in a manner that creates, maintains and nurtures a safe and respectful environment for all of our
members. The AMC has for some time now had a process in place for addressing members whose behavior was considered inappropriate. The Board
earlier this year undertook the task of developing a Code of Conduct intended to outline expected behavior within the AMC membership for people participating in club events, outings or social functions and the final approved
version appears below. It also outlines what a member should do in the
event they observe or are subject to behaviors that are considered inappropriate.
Please take a few minutes, read it through at least twice, and reflect on its
implication for we interact with each other. I would ask and hope you would
view it as a minimum standard of behavior and strive to operative above and
beyond it so we continue to provide and enjoy an environment that reflects
favorably on the AMC’s long history in our community. If you have any comments or questions, please contact me or any other board member directly
or via the general email address: contact@arizonamountaineeringclub.net
Respectfully,
Furniss
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Arizona Mountaineering Club
Code of Conduct

The Arizona Mountaineering Club (AMC) is a non-profit social club whose Mission is to provide educational opportunities, climbing experiences, advocacy
to protect our climbing resources, and stewardship of the Arizona Outdoors
by promoting volunteerism and community engagement.
AMC members have a right to:
·
Be treated fairly and with respect by the AMC leadership and other
members;
·
Engage in AMC activities in an environment free from all forms of
harassment and discrimination;
·
Privacy and confidentiality concerning records, documentation, and
any other communication containing a member’s personal information, unless consent is otherwise provided;
·
Be informed and provided an opportunity to participate in club
events and offerings; and
·
Voice their opinions and suggestions to the AMC leadership or AMC
committees.
AMC members must:
·
Treat other members, guests, staff of venues, and other users of
climbing resources fairly, equally, and with respect and courtesy, regardless
of age, religion, race, ethnic background, gender, and sexual orientation,
whether in person or on social media;
·
Behave responsibly and ensure they conduct themselves in a manner
which will not injure the reputation of the AMC, its events, organizers, sponsors, or participating individuals and organizations;
·
Not physically or verbally harass others nor behave in a manner that
could be construed as discrimination or sexual harassment;
14
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·
duct;

Abide by and uphold the AMC Policies, Procedures and Code of Con-

·
Notify the AMC’s Membership Chair of any changes to address or
details of family members;
·
Respect and protect the natural environments we use for our activities and obey the rules and laws that govern their use;
·
Acknowledge that many of the AMC’s activities are inherently dangerous and take personal responsibility for their own safety and not behave in
a manner that introduces risk to others; and
·
Report any inappropriate behavior of a member to an AMC Officer or
Director for action and follow up.

Breaches of this Code of Conduct:
·
Any member not behaving in accordance with the terms of the Code
of Conduct at an event of the AMC may be asked to leave the function and
will not be entitled to a refund of any monies paid.
·
Any member who has been subject to or observed inappropriate
member conduct should contact a member of the AMC Board of Directors to
discuss and, as appropriate, request assistance in filing a written report for
review and action by the Board of Directors. (in accordance with AMC Policy
IX. Member Conduct Procedure (eff. 12-04-06).
·
The inappropriate behavior of any members will be investigated and
evaluated by the AMC Board, and shall result in an appropriate course of action, which may include a reprimand, suspension, or revocation of membership.
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AMC 2019 Upcoming Events
By Deborah Roether
Member meetings are the 4th WEDNESDAY, 7-9 p.m. of every month. Check
out the AMC website or the AMC Meetup calendar for details. All AMC member meetins are open to the public. Bring your family, friends, neighbors, coworkers. Come on out!

Wednesday, September 25th –Chris Czaplicki’s – Gave a talk on: Mera Peak:
An Introduction to the ‘Roof of the World’. His talk discussed the Nepal region, trip logistics and personal experience of climbing Mera Peak, one of the
highest trekking peaks in Nepal with views of 5 of the 6 highest mountains in
the world including Mount Everest.
Christopher Czaplicki is a local Phoenix climber and avid mountaineer, climbing and peakbagging across the desert southwest and California for ten
years. Check out his website ‘The Mountains Are Calling’ (https://
TheMtsAreCalling.com) with regularly updated trip reports of climbs across
Arizona, California and beyond.

Wednesday, October 23rd - Arizona Women’s Climbing Coalition seeks to
connect and empower women through rock climbing to develop an inclusive
community and foster environmental stewardship. We aim to develop and
inspire women leaders in our rock climbing communities to achieve their
rock climbing goals through community, education, outdoor recreation, and
fitness, while seeking to protect and care for our public climbing lands in
order to secure access now and for future generations of climbers.
Wednesday, November 20th- Chris Blakslee is bringing ‘Bouldering’ to an
AMC meeting. He’ll share about its start, evolution and its unique challenges.
This talk will help to inform those looking to try bouldering themselves or
simply interested in learning more about bouldering.
Friday, December 6th – AMC Holiday Party- Our annual get together will
feature a feast, fun and game and whatever mischief we can stir up. All AMC
members and family are invited. Look for more info on Meetup!
For any questions or suggestions regarding the AMC programs please contact Deborah Roether, Program Chair - deborahlroether@gmail.com.
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